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- **Alessandro Anselmo, ITALY**
- **Daniel Casanova, SPAIN**
- **Umberto Cillo, ITALY**
- **Francesco D’Amico, ITALY**
- **Imre Fehervari, HUNGARY**
- **Lucrezia Furian, ITALY**
- **Aksel Foss, NORWAY**
- **George Glantzounis, GREECE**
- **Vassilis Hadjianastassiou, CYPRUS**
- **David Hickey, IRELAND**
- **Laszlo Kobori, HUNGARY**
- **Jan Lerut, BELGIUM**
- **Rui Maio, PORTUGAL**
- **Zoltan Mathe, GERMANY**
- **Dieter Monbaliu, BELGIUM**
- **Eytan Mor, ISRAEL**
- **Paolo Muiesan, UK**
- **Marina Munari, ITALY**
- **Bjorn Nashan, GERMANY**
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- **Martin Oliverius, CZECH REPUBLIC**
- **Vassilios Papalois, UK**
- **Fernando Pardo, SPAIN**
- **Allan Rasmussen, DENMARK**
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- **Massimo Rossi, ITALY**
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- **Alessandro Vitale, ITALY**
- **Waldo Conception, USA**
PROGRAMME

SUNDAY, 26 MAY 2013
17:00 - 20:00 Meeting of the Division of Transplantation
20:00 Dinner

MONDAY, 27 MAY 2013
8:00 - 8:15 Registration
8:15 - 8:30 PLENARY SESSION - BARATTO ROOM
Welcome, presentation of the course and the exam
Welcome address, Umberto Cillo, Jacopo Romagnoli
Introduction to the Course, Daniel Casanova

8:30 - 11:15 MODULE 1 - MULTI ORGAN RETRIEVAL
Moderators: Daniel Casanova, Bjorn Nashan
Ethics of organ donation, Valentin Sojar
Evaluation and management of potential deceased donor, Marina Munari
Who is not a donor, Renato Romagnoli
Donor after cardiac death
Category 1&2, Daniel Casanova
Category 3&4, Eytan Mor
Are you going to use this Deceased Donor:
Kidney? Garcia Roca Raquel
Pancreas? Daniel Casanova
Whole liver? Alessandro Anselmo
Split Liver? Alessandro Vitale

Q&A/Clinical Scenarios: GROUP A - BARATTO ROOM
Valentin Sojar, Daniel Casanova, Eytan Mor

GROUP B - ARCHIVIO ROOM
Umberto Cillo, Paolo Muiesan, Rui Maio

11:15 - 11:30 Coffee Break

11:30 - 13:30 PLENARY SESSION, BARATTO ROOM
SURGICAL TECHNIQUES AND SCENARIOS
Moderators: Allan Rasmussen, Tim Scholz
Multi-organ harvesting, Allan Rasmussen
Principles of organ preservation, Michael Olausson
Machine perfusion, Dieter Monbaliu

Q&A/Clinical Scenarios: GROUP A - BARATTO ROOM
Vassilios Papalois, Jacopo Romagnoli, Francesco D’Amico

GROUP B - ARCHIVIO ROOM
George Glantzounis, Allan Rasmussen, Tim Scholz

13:30-14:30 Working Lunch
14:30-16:15 PLENARY SESSION, BARATTO ROOM
IMMUNOSUPPRESSION AND ALLOCATION
Moderators: Imre Fehervari, Vassilios Papalois

Allocation policies:
Kidney, pancreas Vassilios Papalois
Liver Umberto Cillo
Immunosuppression update Imre Fehervari
Desensitization and ABO incompatibility Vassilis Hadjianastassiou

Q&A/Clinical Scenarios: GROUP A - BARATTO ROOM
Vassilios Papalois, Vassilis Hadjianastassiou, Imre Fehervari

GROUP B - ARCHIVIO ROOM
Laszlo Kobori, Umberto Cillo, George Glantzounis

16:15-16:30 Coffee break
16:30-17:00 INVITED LECTURE
The non heart beating donor in Europe: a dishomogeneous reality,
Paolo Muiesan

18:00 -19:00 Welcome reception
20:00 Dinner
TUESDAY MAY 28, 2013

8:30 - 10:15  PARALLEL SESSION - BARATTO ROOM
MODULE 2 - KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION
Moderators: Paolo Rigotti, Jacopo Romagnoli
Preoperative assessment of live donor and recipient, Lucrezia Furian
Living donor nephrectomy: when, what, why, Jacopo Romagnoli
Surgical technique for kidney transplants: tips and tricks, Paolo Rigotti
Post op care and Surgical complications, Aksel Foss

Q&A/Clinical Scenarios:  GROUP A - BARATTO ROOM
Vassilios Papalois, Garcia Roca Raquel, Francesco D’Amico

GROUP B - ARCHIVIO ROOM
Dieter Monbaliu, Allan Rasmussen, Tim Scholz

PARALLEL SESSION - ALUMNI ROOM
Liver: Watch the video and Ask the Experts
Bjorn Nashan, Jan Lerut, Zoltan Mathe, Martin Oliverius, Paolo Muiesan, Fernando Pardo, Waldo Conception

10:15 - 10:30  Coffee break

10:30 - 12:30  PLENARY SESSION - BARATTO ROOM
MODULE 3 - PANCREAS TRANSPLANTATION
Moderators: David Hickey, Vassilios Papalois
Pre-operative assessment of recipients, Vassilis Hadjianastassiou
Surgical technique, Michael Olausson
Surgical complications and post-op care, David Hickey

Q&A/Clinical Scenarios:  GROUP A - BARATTO ROOM
Vassilios Papalois, Daniel Casanova, Vassilis Hadjianastassiou

GROUP B - ARCHIVIO ROOM
David Hickey, Laszlo Kobori

12:30-13:30  Complicated Cases in Kidney and Pancreas transplantation
Case 1: Aksel Foss
Case 2: David Hickey
Case 3: Michael Olausson

13:30 - 14:30  Working Lunch

14:30 - 16:30  PARALLEL SESSION - BARATTO ROOM
MODULE 4 - LIVER TRANSPLANTATION
Moderators: Jan Lerut, Martin Oliverius
Pre-operative assessment of recipient, Marco Spada
Functional anatomy for liver partition, Laszlo Kobori
Surgical technique and modulations (PVT), Massimo Rossi
Liver donor liver transplantation, Fernando Pardo
Surgical complications and post-op care, Allan Rasmussen

Q&A/Clinical Scenarios:  GROUP A - BARATTO ROOM
Umberto Cillo, Allan Rasmussen, Jan Lerut, Eytan Mor

GROUP B - ARCHIVIO ROOM
Martin Oliverius, Fernando Pardo, George Glantzounis, Massimo Rossi

16:30 - 17:30  PLENARY SESSION EXAM SIMULATION - BARATTO ROOM
Daniel Casanova, Umberto Cillo, Vassilios Papalois, Jacopo Romagnoli

17:30  CLOSING REMARKS
Daniel Casanova, Umberto Cillo, Vassilios Papalois, Jacopo Romagnoli
GENERAL INFORMATION

VENUE
Aula Baratto, Cà Foscari
Dorsoduro 3246 - 30123 Venice – I
Cà Foscari Boat stop: San Tomà or Cà Rezzonico

Overlooking the Grand Canal, the Aula Baratto was the Aula Magna and lecture hall for the University of Cà Foscari. Designed by the Venetian architect Carlo Scarpa and enriched with two frescoes by Mario Sironi, it is an unique place for an important event.

HOW TO GET TO VENICE & TO THE COURSE VENUE

By plane
VENICE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT “MARCO POLO”
Web site: www.veniceairport.it

By car
It is easy to reach Venice by car on the following motorways:
A4 from Eastern European Countries (Slovenia, Croazia, Romania, Bulgaria, Ungheria) via Trieste, exit “VENICE”
From West European Countries (France, Switzerland, Belgium, U.K., etc.) via Turin and Milan, exit “VENICE”
www.autostrade.it

Parking in Venice:
There are two major parking areas at Piazzale Roma: the Autorimessa Comunale, and the Garage S. Marco. An alternative, is the large car park on the Tronchetto island; from the Tronchetto Island you can reach Venice by waterbus line 82.
Website: www.veniceparking.it or www.shineline.it/gsmarco

By train
Railway station “Santa Lucia”
Located in the heart of historic Venice, it is an easy way to arrive in Venice from Europe and Italy.

VISA REQUIREMENTS
For entry into Italy, an ID card is sufficient for citizens of Switzerland and EC Member Countries. A valid passport is required for citizens from other countries. A VISA may be required for some countries; participants requiring an entry-VISA to Italy may request the assistance of the Organizing Secretariat.
For specific information, please contact the nearest Italian embassy at least six weeks prior to your departure for Italy.

LETTER OF INVITATION
Individuals requiring an official letter of invitation in order to attend the Congress may write to the Organizing Secretariat. This invitation is intended to help potential delegates to obtain a VISA and will not imply any commitment on the part of the Organizer to provide any financial support.

INSURANCE
The Congress Secretariat and Organizers cannot accept liability for personal accidents or loss or damage to private property of participants, students and accompanying persons, either during or indirectly arising from the 5th Preparatory Course. Participants should make their own arrangements with respect to health and travel insurance.

WEATHER
In May the weather in Venice is usually mild and sunny; rain is possible. The temperature rises during the day to an average of 20° -23°C.

CURRENCY
The official currency in Italy is the Euro.

SMOKING POLICY
Participants are requested to refrain from smoking inside the Palazzo del Casinò.
REGISTRATION AND ACCOMMODATION
For entry into Italy, an ID card is sufficient for citizens of Switzerland and EC Member Countries. A valid passport is required for citizens from other countries. A VISA may be required for some countries; participants requiring an entry-VISA to Italy may request the assistance of the Organizing Secretariat.
For specific information, please contact the nearest Italian embassy at least six weeks prior to your departure for Italy.

REGISTRATION FEE
Participant € 200,00 (VAT 21%)

Registration fee includes the following:
• Admission to the 5th Preparatory Course
• Programme
• Certificate of attendance
• 2 lunches and welcome reception
• Coffee breaks
• Course dinner

Participants are kindly requested to send the fully completed “REGISTRATION & ACCOMMODATION FORM” to the Organizing Secretariat by May 15th, 2013 at the latest.

ACCOMMODATION
Participation on the 5th Preparatory Course includes accommodation in University premises or similar, for two nights, on a Bed & Breakfast basis, in the historic centre of Venice. Extra nights can be booked but will be charged separately.

The Organizing Secretariat will assign accommodation on a first come first served basis.
As it is high season in Venice, we strongly recommended that you send your “REGISTRATION AND ACCOMMODATION FORM” by May 15th, 2013; after this date accommodation in the historic centre cannot be guaranteed.